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Why Choose Binary Options Trading

SlickTrade Home Business Opportunity - Limited Time Offer $97 - A $5000 value.

TRAVERSE CITY, Mich. - Nov. 4, 2014 - PRLog -- Imagine for a moment, waking up and experiencing
the feeling of KNOWING you had MORE than enough money and cash flow to cover all your major
monthly expenses.  Imagine how that knowing could practically and magically transform your entire career,
business and lifestyle.

You see, an extremely large amount of people are living paycheck to paycheck...Some are scraping by
week by week on each miniscule check, while others live and or portray a Lavish lifestyle and are living
"month-check to month-check" and barely making ends meet.  Don't believe me...Just listen to a guy like
Dave Ramsey coach people in these very situations on his daily radio show.

The fact is people like you are looking for a solution.  A solution to add extra income, or create a full time
income working on a part time basis.  I started out about 2 years ago looking for a solution myself...I came
across many "make money online" programs that only "promised" that i'd make money, and once I started I
found I had to invest myself "to the moon" and back, just to get started.

I literally stumbled across binary trading from a friend and was blown away that I could start out trading
with ANY amount of money, from $10-10,000...it didn't matter.

So I followed the steps and have had consistent reliable, sustainable success in trading over the last 6
months.

I've teamed up with a few people and am building a "Founders Team" of binary traders.  This team will be
designed to get personal mentorship from ME directly, because Eventually we'll need more people to train
and coach others, so the founders Team is just that...building the foundation of leaders who will be and are
dedicated to creating success in this field.

I initially was going to charge $5000.00 for the training to become a founder.  The amount of ROI that is
possible is already been proven by myself and many others, so 5 grand seemed like a fair investment for
anyone looking to get started.

After consideration, I realized that I actually might be shooting myself in the foot with a price like that, and
after speaking with my collegeus, we decided that $997.00 would be the "founding member" price.

It was really simple...Anyone can get started for $997.00, start trading and make that investment back in
even 1 week.  Eveyone agreed that $997 was a NO BRAINER.

BUT...

I couldn't help myself...Every day I trade and am averaging a 70% return on my investments. I get so
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excited that I literally want to share it with everyone, so I made my executive decision to call the initial
"Founders Price" to join my team for a 1 time payment of only $97.00.

This price will only be available until the spots are full, at which time I'll be closing down the training to
focus on building my team.  Once my team is trained and we fully launch in January of 2015, the price will
increase back to the $997.00.

If you're looking to truly earn MORE and create more freedom in your life, are committed, and ready to
learn an exciting profession...Jump in today.!

The $97.00  is a ONE time only investment.

http://www.slicktrade.net

Contact
Krystal Comber
***@slicktrade.net

--- End ---

Source SlickTrade
City/Town Traverse City
State/Province Michigan
Country United States
Industry Affiliate program, Home business
Tags Home Business, Binary Options, Binary Trading, Work From Home, Make Money
Link https://prlog.org/12390974
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